HOW TO
FIND
YOUR
DREAM
CLIENTS

ON INSTAGRAM
The amount of people using Instagram right now is at an all time high. Whilst this has
diminished the reach of our posts organically, businesses are now in a better position
than ever before to be able to reach their dream clients - for free! The power of
Instagram has transformed the way I market my business. I used to cross my fingers and
hope that just posting would be good enough to get eyes on my business and lead to
enquiries (never mind from my dream clients!!!) However, over the past few years I've
learnt how to get in front of the exact people I used to only dream of working with. I have
gone from shooting a few dream client weddings a year, to a full calendar of super
exciting weddings. In this PDF I have outlined where you can find people to connect with,
plus a step by step guide to take away the guess work for using Instagram for your
wedding business - no BS. With these techniques you can get over 1000 eyes on your
business per week - what other free marketing tool do you know that has that power?
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By Vicki White

WHERE TO FIND PEOPLE TO
ENGAGE WITH: THE BASICS
PEOPLE WHO LIKE &

COMMENT ON YOUR POSTS

These are the most engaged people
on your account right now, Make

sure to reply to every comment +

go to their accounts and engage to
build a connection.

These guys have

already made the

first move by liking,
commenting or
following your

YOUR FOLLOWERS

Your account might not show up
in your followers feed. By

engaging with your followers

accounts you are reminding them
of your business. If they go to

your account or engage back - it

will tell instagram's algorithm to

start showing your posts in their
feed again.

account. You know
they like what you
are offering. By

engaging with them
you are

strengthening your
connection and
building a

relationships.
You might have a completely

different audience on your stories
than you do on your posts. Use
the polls/questions/rating

stickers - ask questions, talk to
people, give advice and reply +

engage with the accounts you see
the most.

PEOPLE BUY FROM
PEOPLE/BUSINESSES/
BRANDS THAT THEY
KNOW, LIKE AND TRUST &
WHEN THEY KNOW, LIKE &
TRUST YOU, THEY WILL
ALSO RECOMMEND YOU
TOO!
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YOUR STORY VIEWERS

GETTING OUT THE COMFORT
ZONE OF YOUR OWN
ACCOUNT FINDING YOUR
DREAM CLIENTS THROUGH
OTHER ACCOUNTS.
Starting with the wedding industry, the first thing to consider is where your
business is on the wedding food chain.

STEP 1 - List 3 categories of supplier your dream clients get in touch with or
book before they reach you?

STEP 2 - List 3 or more real accounts that fall into each of those categories.

You can write them down, or save them in a folder on instagram to come back
to again and again.

e.g. Wedding Inspo accounts, Venues & Vendors you love, have worked with
before or want to work with in the future.

STEP 3 - Engage on those accounts, just like you did on your own (you are then

putting your business & your instagram account in front of your dream client's
eyes)

STEP 4 - Look through those account's most recent followers, likes and

comments - these guys are highly likely to be engaged (in the getting married
sense!) and will be looking for what you are offering.

Top Tip - Only look for people and engage on accounts you really love. You
are aiming to reach your dream clients. For example - If you never want to
waste any time trying to find potential clients there. They aren't your
people.
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shoot a barn wedding again - don't engage on those accounts, and don’t

GETTING OUT THE COMFORT
ZONE OF YOUR OWN
ACCOUNT: FINDING YOUR
DREAM CLIENTS THROUGH
THEIR INTEREST & HOBBIES.
STEP 1 - List 3 hobbies that your dream clients do in their spare time?

Don't get hung up on this one. Think of your favourite clients, what were their interests? OR If you don't
have past clients to refer, what are your own personal interests? (It's easy to build genuine connections
with others when you have shared interests) i.e. hiking, crafting, shopping, music etc

STEP 2 - Search those hobbies on Instagram and find 3 or more accounts for
each hobby

STEP 3 - Engage on those accounts, just like you did on your own (you are then

putting your business & your Instagram account in front of your dream client's
eyes)

STEP 4 - Look through those account's most recent followers, likes and

comments - these guys are going to be at different points in their lives, but
getting your business in front of the right people and brand recognition is
super important for referrals, word of mouth, and future business.

For example, you may start engaging with someone who isn't looking for your service, but if they are

your dream client - they may save you for when they do need you or recommend you to their friends
who are looking for your services.

BRAND RECOGNITION EXAMPLE - This is a DM I
received from a lovely lady that I connected with
married, and doesn't need my services but we
have built a connection.
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on Instagram last summer. She is already

GETTING OUT THE COMFORT
ZONE OF YOUR OWN
ACCOUNT: FINDING YOUR
DREAM CLIENTS THROUGH
HASHTAGS
Put yourselves in your dream clients shoes. Imagine, you've just got engaged to the love of
your life. What are the next steps?

Firstly, tell your nearest and dearest, secondly - celebrate!! And then - TELL EVERYONE YOU
KNOW THAT YOU'RE GETTING MARRIED - by posting about it on Instagram!!!!
And what better way to share the news and the ring than
with a photo, a caption and a bunch of hashtags like

#wearegettingmarried #justenagaged #heasked #isaidyes
#hefinallyasked #gettingmarried #wereengaged
#letsgetmarried #bridetobe

You can do your own research finding these. When you have
found a few engaged couples, scroll to their proposal

announcement photo and see what they are using as their

hashtags - and remember, not EVERYONE knows how to use
hashtags properly… so you might see things like

#ohmygodhejustpropsedandweregettingmarriedthisyear
type tags - think outside of the box on this one - and you

might just find your very own dream client hashtag GOLD.

TOP TIP - if you are using any of the above hashtags when you
couples are searching those hashtags to find their perfect
wedding vendors !!!
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are posting on Instagram, STOP NOW - no newly engaged

GETTING OUT THE COMFORT
ZONE OF YOUR OWN
ACCOUNT: FINDING YOUR
DREAM CLIENTS THROUGH
LOCATION TAGS
Look for NEWLY ENGAGED couples at the top proposal locations near you.
STEP 1 - Google search the best places to propose near you
STEP 2 - Search through those locations most recent posts

To be super efficient, check these after the most common days/times to get engaged - for example
the end of the weekend, the day after valentines, or just after the Christmas/New Years Holidays.

STEP 3 - Engage with those REAL people

Look for your dream clients at locations they are hanging out.

Is there a spot that your dream client loves to visit, is there a shop they go

to? Are there any meetups they go to? Is there a bucket list place they are
dying to visit?

As an example - if your dream clients are REALLY into tattoos… Is there a

tattoo studio near you? Look through those tags. It would be 100% worth
checking out where those tattoo conventions and then check those most
recent posts when that event is on and the few day after.

ANYWHERE there are people with non private accounts you
places you are showing up and also finding these people the dreamier your clients will be!!!
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can engage with them. The more specific you get with the

THE WEEKLY
INSTAGRAM PLAN
If you can prioritise and give yourself half an hour a day to do this plan, you will see massive changes to the number
of people that are seeing your account within the first week. If you can only give 10 mins - try to keep it consistent.
If you find you are falling behind and are dipping in and out - choose whichever feels easiest for you and your
business. The more you can do, the faster you will see results.

MONDAY - Engage with people from your own account
(Page 2)
TUESDAY - Engage with the 9 accounts that your dream
clients are showing up on before they find you (Page 3)
WEDNESDAY - Engage with the dream clients you've found
on those 9 accounts (Page 3)
THURSDAY - Engage on your dream client's hobbies &
interests accounts & engage with people you find on there
(Page 4)
FRIDAY - Search and engage on the dream clients accounts
you've found via hashtags (Page 5)
SATURDAY - Search and engage with people that are
hanging out at locations your dream client loves (Page 6)
SUNDAY - Search and engage on the dream clients accounts
you've found via top proposal sites (Page 6)
EVERYDAY - On your own account - reply to every comment
asap & engage with any accounts that are your dream
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clients.
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